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During plantevirus interactions, defence responses are linked to the accumulation of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). Importantly, ROS play a dual role by (1) eliciting pathogen restriction and often localized
death of host plant cells at infection sites and (2) as a diffusible signal that induces antioxidant and
pathogenesis-related defence responses in adjacent plant cells. The outcome of these defences largely
depends on the speed of host responses including early ROS accumulation at virus infection sites. Rapid
host reactions may result in early virus elimination without any oxidative stress (i.e. a symptomless,
extreme resistance). A slower host response allows a certain degree of virus replication and movement
resulting in oxidative stress and programmed death of affected plant cells before conferring pathogen
arrest (hypersensitive response, HR). On the other hand, delayed host attempts to elicit virus resistance
result in an imbalance of antioxidative metabolism and massively stressed systemic plant tissues (e.g.
systemic chlorotic or necrotic symptoms). The ﬁnal consequence of these processes is a partial or almost
complete loss of control over virus invasion (compatible infections).
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Plants constantly attempt to resist pathogenic invaders by elic-
iting various defence responses governed by different mechanisms
(e.g. accumulation of antimicrobial compounds, cell wall rein-
forcement, localized cell and tissue death, HR, ROS) [see e.g.
[55,77,84,141,146]]. Often these plant defence responses are elicited
too late for effective pathogen limitation to occur, resulting in a
stressed plant and a compatible infection (i.e. disease). This is
particularly true for viral infections, since viruses e as opposed to
bacteria and fungi e enter plant cells and are intimately associated
with the cytoplasm and cellular organelles during viral pathogen-
esis even before the host plant may elicit defence responses.
Importantly, many of the above-mentioned plant defence re-
sponses (antimicrobial compounds, cell wall reinforcement, HR)
against pathogens including viruses are governed, at least in part,
by a controlled accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)ndez).
ndez, et al., Oxidative stress a
//dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2[12,38,93,135,146,147]. In fact, ROS, especially hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2), seem to play a dual role by eliciting localized death/limi-
tation of host plant cells and pathogens and as a diffusible signal for
the induction of antioxidant and pathogenesis-related genes in
adjacent plant tissues, as initially demonstrated for bacterial and
fungal infections [22,93,152]. However, this dual role of ROS in plant
defence e i.e. localized pathogen inhibition/oxidative stress and
antioxidant/defence signalling e has been also demonstrated in
virus-infected plants [see e.g. [1,11,36,63,71,91]]. The purpose of
this review is to discuss how the dual role of ROS is differentially
manifested during incompatible and compatible virus infections of
plants. In particular, we attempted to recapitulate our knowledge
about the oxidative stress elicited by pathogenic viruses, the
resulting antioxidative responses of host plants and the roles of
these processes in establishing successful resistance to virus
infections.
2. ROS and oxidative stress in plants e general roles in
defence to pathogenic infections
The accumulation of ROS and the resulting oxidative stress innd antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
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fungal pathogens, has been the subject of several outstanding re-
views [12,14,89,90,146,147]. Therefore, we intend to provide only a
brief summary here on the general roles of ROS and oxidative stress
in plant defence responses to pathogenic infections. The formation
of ROS (superoxide anion, hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl radical and
singlet oxygen) from molecular oxygen is a regular process in aer-
obic organisms. Molecular oxygen is relatively inert but it can be
activated either by enzymatic reduction to superoxide anion (O2
$­)
and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or by spin conversion that produces
singlet oxygen (1O2) [12,88,89]. Superoxide and H2O2 are normal
plant metabolites although they are toxic at high concentrations.
Their formation and decomposition are mostly enzymatically
regulated. On the other hand, the highly toxic and reactive hydroxyl
radical ($OH) and 1O2 are harnessed in plant cells by non-enzymatic
mechanisms [125,148].
Infection of plants by pathogenic microorganisms often results
in oxidative stress (also called oxidative burst), i.e. the rapid and
massive accumulation of ROS in infected tissues. In bacterium- and
fungus-inoculated cells the accumulation of ROS occurs in two
subsequent phases. The initial, very rapid but weak and transient
rise in ROS levels (phase I) is unspeciﬁc, it can be detected in both
incompatible and compatible plantepathogen interactions. The
second, slower but strong and sustained phase of oxidative stress
(phase II) takes place only in incompatible plantepathogen in-
teractions and it is usually associated with resistance
[12,58,89,147]. The sources of ROS production and the type of ROS
producedmaymarkedly differ between the two consecutive phases
of oxidative stress. Experiments with ﬂuorescently tagged tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV) suggested that virus-induced oxidative stress
and resistance that results in a HR is also a two-phase process with
an early stage culminating in rapid cell collapse and tissue necrosis
at infection foci followed by a more extended period during which
the remaining infected cells are eliminated [151].
The accumulating ROS have a dual role in infected plants. ROS
may promote programmed cell death (PCD) of infected plant cells
and also the death/limitation of invading pathogens due to their
high toxicity. On the other hand, ROS play crucial roles also as
signalling compounds during the activation of host defence re-
sponses, including the induction of antioxidants, in healthy cells
adjacent to infected ones [34,93]. In fact, the up-regulation of an-
tioxidants is the most obvious marker of oxidative stress [67].
Antioxidant responses are governed in part by non-enzymatic
scavengers and low molecular weight compounds, such as ascor-
bic acid (ASC), reduced glutathione (GSH) and phenolic com-
pounds. Enzymatic ROS scavengers include antioxidant enzymes
like superoxide dismutase, catalase and enzymes related to the
ascorbateeglutathione cycle (e.g. ascorbate peroxidase, dehy-
droascorbate reductase, monodehydroascorbate reductase, gluta-
thione reductase and glutathione peroxidase) [see e.g.
[8,9,49,74,116,156]].
Superoxide anion and H2O2 can be produced in different plant
cell compartments during electron transport processes and by a
large number of enzymes including plasma membrane-bound
NADPH-oxidase isoenzymes, various oxidases and cell wall-bound
peroxidases [117,128,147,155]. Particular attention has been paid
to superoxide-producing NADPH-oxidases due to their resem-
blance to mammalian neutrophil plasma membrane NADPH-
oxidases [131]. These enzymes are activated during the respira-
tory burst observed at phagocytosis and the increased production
of O2
$­ contributes to the elimination of engulfed pathogenic mi-
croorganisms [110,114,133]. Mammalian NADPH-oxidases are
tightly controlled multicomponent enzymes made up of
membrane-associated catalytic proteins and cytosolic regulatory
components that must assemble to form the active oxidase [60].Please cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2Plasma membrane-localized NADPH oxidases (also called respira-
tory burst oxidase homologues, RBOHs) are a major source of ROS
production also in plants, but their structure and regulation are
markedly different frommammalian homologues [58,89,109]. Plant
NADPH-oxidase proteins have a large hydrophilic N-terminal
domain that is absent in mammalian enzymes. This domain con-
tains two calcium binding motifs [79]. Sagi and Fluhr [132]
demonstrated that a tobacco NADPH-oxidase was stimulated by
Ca2þ in the absence of other cytosolic components in contrast to
mammalian orthologues. Recent studies identiﬁed NADPH-
oxidases as key signalling nodes in plants integrating calcium sig-
nalling and protein phosphorylation with ROS production
[41,54,143].
3. Oxidative stress during incompatible plantevirus
interactions
3.1. Plant NADPH oxidase-driven, plasma membrane-related ROS
generation and virus resistance
The ﬁrst evidence for the role of ROS and oxidative stress in virus
resistance of plant hosts (i.e. incompatible virus infections) came
from the pioneering discovery of Doke and Ohashi [38] who
demonstrated the involvement of an early, speciﬁc oxidative burst
in the resistance of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) to TMV. NADPH-
and Ca2þ-dependent O2
$­ generation occurred in membrane-rich
fractions only during incompatible tobacco/TMV interactions gov-
erned by the resistance gene N, indicating the role of the strong,
persistent phase II of the oxidative burst in virus resistance. In fact,
these results suggested that O2
$­ was produced by membrane
bound NADPH oxidases [38] (Fig. 1). Interestingly, it was shown
that the resistance-independent phase I of the ROS burst elicited by
TMV is also a NADPH oxidase-driven reaction requiring a certain
secondary structure of the TMV coat protein [3]. These processes
imply an early perception of virus-encoded factors by host re-
ceptors in resistant plants. In fact, the protein product of the
resistance gene N speciﬁcally recognizes the 50 kDa helicase
domain of the TMV replicase (p50) in the cytoplasm mediated by a
chloroplastic sulfurtransferase, NRIP1 (N receptor-interacting pro-
tein 1) [16,20]. Although, as mentioned above, the phase I of the
oxidative burst is not correlated with pathogen resistance it could
play a role as a priming mechanism for phase II and downstream
plant defence signalling processes [12]. For example, rapid changes
in the alternative splicing patterns of N resistance gene transcripts
were detected within three hours of TMV infection that well pre-
cedes phase II of the ROS burst [37].
A role of NADPH oxidase-dependent superoxide (ROS) produc-
tion in N gene-mediated resistance to TMV was also suggested by
the work of Moeder et al. [109], who studied the inﬂuence of an
essential NADPH oxidase-regulator, the small GTP-binding protein
Rac [132], on TMV resistance of tobacco (cv. Xanthi NN). This type of
virus resistance is typically manifested as a HR, i.e. a localized,
programmed cell death associated with pathogen restriction at
infection sites resulting in the formation of macroscopic necrotic
lesions [56,57,84]. Moeder et al. [109] have found that in TMV-
inoculated, N gene-expressing tobacco the overexpression of a
dominant negative form of the rice OsRac1 gene signiﬁcantly re-
duces HR-associated production of ROS (O2
$­ and H2O2). In com-
parison to wild-type Xanthi NN tobacco, transgenic DN-OsRac1
plants exhibited a delay in HR formation, produced smaller TMV-
induced lesions associated with a lower rate of lipid peroxidation
(an oxidative stress marker) and failed to activate expression of
antioxidant genes. Although TMV titres were not assayed in virus-
infected DN-OsRac1 plants, these results indeed suggest that a tight
regulation of NADPH oxidase-driven superoxide production is and antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
Fig. 1. A general scheme depicting early virus-induced ROS generation in infected cells during incompatible plantevirus interactions. Upon entry of virus particles into the cytosol
ROS-generating processes are activated. Initially, superoxide (O2
$­) generation is stimulated in the apoplastic space by activation of plasma membrane NADPH oxidases. Superoxide
is subsequently dismutated to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) by superoxide dismutases (SOD). There are other potential sources of apoplastic H2O2 generation including peroxidases
(POX) and polyamine oxidases (PAOX). H2O2 can permeate biological membranes relatively easily. Therefore, H2O2 originating from the apoplast may also cause an oxidative stress
in the cytosol. In addition ROS produced in chloroplasts, mitochondria and peroxisomes can also markedly contribute to the induction of an oxidative stress in the cytosol. This ROS
accumulation can induce a programmed cell death (PCD) at infection sites resulting in pathogen restriction and the formation of macroscopic necrotic lesions (hypersensitive
response, HR).
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that not only HR-type resistance to TMV but NADPH oxidase-
dependent O2
$­-generation is also suppressed in tobacco plants
carrying the resistance gene N and exposed to higher (30 C)
temperatures [80]. Suppression of superoxide and TMV resistance
at 30 C was correlated with a down-regulation of both NADPH
oxidase activity and expression of the tobacco NADPH oxidase gene
NtRBOHD. Taken together, NADPH oxidase-dependent superoxide-
generation seems to be instrumental in the development of resis-
tance to viruses, similarly as shown for other (bacterial, oomycete,
fungal) pathogens [see e.g. [90,101]] (Fig. 1).
3.2. Plant intracellular ROS e potential roles in limiting virus
infections
Plant viruses e as opposed to bacteria and fungi e can enter the
intracellular space of plant cells where they are intimately associ-
ated with the cytoplasm and cellular organelles during viral path-
ogenesis (i.e. they are obligate biotrophic pathogens). Therefore, it
seems logical that resistance responses to virus infections should be
profoundly inﬂuenced by ROS-related biochemical processes that
occur within plant cells at different subcellular sites (organelles).
Plant mitochondria, the organelles responsible for respiration,
may play an important role in host defence to pathogens like vi-
ruses. A pronounced increase in the respiratory rate of a host can be
amarker of disease resistance [56,68,139] and references within]. In
mitochondria, electrons produced by oxidation processes ﬂow
through either the cytochrome or the alternative respiratory
pathways. The primary function of alternative oxidases (AOX)
located in the mitochondrial inner membrane is to prevent over-
reduction of the cytochrome pathway and the resulting accumu-
lation of ROS during abiotic stresses and pathogen attackPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2[24,105,127] (Fig. 1). Recently, it has been shown that salicylic
acid, a central regulator of plant disease resistance, may inhibit the
cytochrome pathway by binding to alpha-ketoglutarate dehydro-
genase E2 (a-kGDH E2), a rate limiting enzyme controlling efﬁcient
mitochondrial electron transport. This results in limiting TMV
accumulation, a process that requires expression of the AOX1a gene
[95]. The authors suggest that inhibition of a-kGDH E2 could result
in elevated ROS generation that activates AOX and virus resistance.
Accordingly, Nicotiana sylvestrismutants with elevated AOX protein
levels display a higher degree of resistance to TMV [45]. Further-
more, AOX transcript and protein levels increase in tobacco that
displays HR to TMV, but not during compatible tobaccoeTMV in-
teractions [24,25,80]. Therefore, increased production of mito-
chondrial ROS and its control by AOX could be a key factor of plant
resistance to pathogens like viruses that could be in close contact
with mitochondria and therefore might be directly inhibited by
high concentrations of e.g. mitochondrial ROS during HR-type
resistance. In fact, loss of HR-type resistance to TMV in tobacco at
high temperatures (30 C) is associated with a down-regulation of
AOX mRNA expression and O2
$­ levels suggesting that mitochon-
drial AOX indeed contributes to the regulation of ROS levels during
HR in order to prevent excessive plant cell death [80].
In photosynthetic organisms, chloroplasts transform light into
reducing power resulting in CO2 ﬁxation and carbohydrate pro-
duction during photosynthesis. Excess reducing power following
environmental and/or pathogen stress may accelerate electron
leakage from the photosynthetic electron transport chain of chlo-
roplast thylakoid membranes including photosystems (PS) I and II
leading to ROS generation and oxidative damage [see e.g. [34] and
references within]. In fact, the plant defence-related oxidative burst
occurs in several cellular locations, including chloroplastic PSI and
PSII [136], implying that elevations of chloroplastic ROS may bend antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
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especially viruses that are often associated with chloroplasts
(Fig. 1). In fact, the activation of a MAP-kinase cascade in tobacco
leaves by TMV infection markedly promoted the generation of
chloroplastic H2O2, playing an important role in the signalling for
and/or execution of cell death during HR-type resistance to TMV.
Accordingly, virus-infected tobacco plants kept in the dark did not
accumulate H2O2 in chloroplasts after MAPK activation and cell
death was signiﬁcantly delayed, pointing to a possible role of
chloroplast-generated ROS in virus resistance [96]. The oxygen-
evolving complex (OEC) of PSII in chloroplasts is in fact a poten-
tial site of ROS generation [see e.g. [91]]. Recently, Balasu-
bramaniam and coworkers [13] have demonstrated that the PSII
OEC protein PsbP speciﬁcally interacts with the coat protein (CP) of
alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV). In high concentrations, PsbPmay inhibit
virus replication, implying a function in antiviral defence with a
likely involvement of chloroplast-originated ROS generation that
could result in resistance to AMV [13]. Taken together, it seems that
chloroplast-associated ROS generation could be an often underap-
preciated pivotal factor of virus resistance.
Excess reducing power generated in chloroplasts through
photosynthesis can be diverted e.g. to peroxisomes by the export of
glycolate. In peroxisomes, glycolate is ﬁrst metabolized to glyox-
ylate by glycolate oxidases, a reaction that generates H2O2 during a
process called photorespiration. The primary function of class 1
catalases is the removal of H2O2 produced during photorespiration
in leaf peroxisomes [150]. The role of peroxisome-generated H2O2
in HR-type resistance to plant viruses is supported by the study of
Talarczyk et al. [145]. Overexpression of a yeast peroxisomal cata-
lase A1 gene (CTA1) in tobacco revealed that the CTA1 protein is
indeed localized in peroxisomes of tobacco cells and likely confers a
reduction in resistance to TMV. Interestingly, the size of HR-type
necrotic lesions was signiﬁcantly larger in the infected leaves of
these transgenic plants coupled with lower H2O2-levels around
lesions. This suggests that peroxisomal H2O2 is indeed functional in
limiting virus replication and/or movement during HR-type virus
resistance, which is also supported by observations that plant class
1 catalase genes and catalase activity are transiently suppressed in
HR-type necrotic lesions elicited by TMV and tobacco necrosis virus
(TNV) [39,86,153,154] (Fig. 1).
In summary, the data discussed above point to an important role
of ROS produced by various intracellular organelles (mitochondria,
chloroplasts, peroxisomes) during the establishment of incompat-
ible plantevirus interactions.
3.3. Interplay between oxidative stress, antioxidants and salicylic
acid metabolism in the process of virus resistance
Several lines of evidence show that the formation of ROS is
linked to the metabolism of the essential defence hormone salicylic
acid (SA) in a feedback-loop [40,137]. ROS and SA also interplay
with GSH in stressed plants [73]. Exogenous H2O2 induced the
accumulation of free benzoic acid and SA in Xanthi-nc tobacco
leaves [92,115]. In turn, SA was found to inhibit the activity of the
H2O2-decomposing enzymes catalase [23,43] and ascorbate
peroxidase (APX) [42]. Recently developed high throughput screens
identiﬁed a large number of novel SA-binding enzymes, several of
which were associated with redox regulation [100]. Interestingly,
SA did not affect the mRNA expression of a cytosolic APX gene
(cAPX) during TMV-induced HR, while expression of cAPX was
activated by protein phosphorylation and ion ﬂuxes and sup-
pressed by low oxygen pressure [108]. The ability of SA to elevate
H2O2 levels by binding to antioxidant enzymes could explain the
ﬁnding that SA potentiated both H2O2 accumulation and cell death
in pathogen-infected soybean suspension cells [137]. In ArabidopsisPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2thaliana SA treatments enhanced H2O2 production, lipid peroxi-
dation and oxidative damage. SA-enhanced H2O2 levels were
related to increased activities of Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase
(SOD). Furthermore, SA-mediated oxidative damage required H2O2
[123]. Interestingly, the level of SA is physiologically coupled not
only to that of H2O2 but also to the major antioxidant glutathione.
SA and GSH were shown to mutually induce each other in
A. thaliana leaves [102]. It was also demonstrated that GSH in-
creases intracellular H2O2 to activate SA signalling. It seems that the
tight physiological interplay between SA, H2O2 and GSH levels is
required to copewith oxidative stress and pathogen defence during
abiotic and biotic stresses that induce SA biosynthesis [73,102].
Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is typically induced by viral
and other pathogenic infections that result in tissue necrosis, where
the initial microbial attack causes resistance to subsequent path-
ogen challenge in distal plant parts. HR-type resistance is often
associated with the activation of SAR [50,59,129,142]. ROS, together
with SA, were suggested to play a pivotal role in the establishment
of SAR [23,44]. Interestingly, oxidative stress during HR-type
resistance of tobacco to TMV was shown to be signalled by down-
regulation of an antioxidant because an elevated level of mono-
dehydroascorbate (MDHA) radicals was detected by electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy [48]. Furthermore, the TMV-
elicited SAR induced in remote leaves of this host plant was also
associated with stimulated MDHA signals indicative of a micro-
oxidative burst.
Enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants are also activated
during the development of SAR. Fodor et al. [47] have demonstrated
that in uninfected upper leaves of TMV-inoculated, resistant to-
bacco plants glutathione levels and activities of glutathione
reductase (GR), glutathione S-transferase (GST), and SOD increased
10e14 days after TMV inoculation of the lower leaves, concomi-
tantly with the development of SAR. On the other hand, antioxi-
dants were down-regulated in a transgenic tobacco expressing a
gene of an SA-hydrolysing enzyme (nahG) that fails to develop SAR
following e.g. virus infection [83]. These results suggest that some
stimulated antioxidative processes could contribute to the sup-
pression of necrotic symptom development in leaves exhibiting
SAR. In fact, these ﬁndings demonstrate that the dual role of ROS
(i.e. localized pathogen inhibition/oxidative stress and antioxidant
induction) is also functional during plant SAR effective against
pathogens, including viruses.
3.4. Antioxidative mechanisms in incompatible plantevirus-
interactions
As mentioned previously, plants possess multiple biochemical
mechanisms that detoxify O2
$­ and H2O2 thereby inhibiting pro-
grammed cell death. O2
$­ can be dismutated by various SOD iso-
enzymes to H2O2, whereas H2O2 is reduced by catalase enzymes,
peroxidases or by the ascorbateeglutathione cycle [18,106,149].
Interestingly, TMV infection markedly inﬂuences the antioxidative
systems of hypersensitively reacting resistant Xanthi-nc tobacco.
Appearance of HR-type symptoms after TMV inoculation was pre-
ceded by a slight, transient decline in activities of the key H2O2
detoxifying enzymes APX, GR, GST and SOD in the inoculated
leaves, but after the onset of necrosis all these activities and
glutathione levels substantially increased [47,61]. In accordance
with these results, the expression of a cytosolic APX (cAPX) was
found to be post-transcriptionally suppressed during TMV-induced
HR type resistance in resistant tobacco leaves. Although the steady
state level of transcripts encoding cAPX was induced, the level of
cAPX protein declined due to inhibited protein biosynthesis,
possibly at the level of translation elongation [107]. In addition, it
has been demonstrated that mRNA levels of a tobacco catalasend antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
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HR-type lesions during infection by TMV and TNV [39,86,153,154].
It was also shown that CAT1 is repressed only in the zone directly
surrounding necrotic lesions, while its expression is high in adja-
cent, healthy tissues [39,154]. Accordingly, induced plant juvenility
resulted in elevated antioxidant enzyme activities and increased
HR-type resistance (i.e. less necrotic lesions and decreased path-
ogen accumulation) to TNV in tobacco [121]. These studies imply
that a temporal and spatial control of antioxidant enzymatic ac-
tivity at virus entry sites could drive localized, transient ROS
accumulation leading not only to programmed plant cell/tissue
death but also a signiﬁcant limitation of virus movement and/or
replication that ultimately results in resistance.
Non-enzymatic antioxidants may also have a marked effect on
virus resistance. This was shown for the tripeptide glutathione
(GSH) that exerts a pronounced inﬂuence on TMV infection in
resistant plants. Treatment of Xanthi-nc tobacco leaves with the
synthetic GSH-precursor L-2-oxothiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid
(OTC) markedly increased GSH levels. In addition, OTC pretreat-
ment considerably decreased both the number of necrotic lesions
and the virus content in TMV-infected leaf discs [62]. Also, tobacco
grownwith a sufﬁcient sulphate supply displayed signiﬁcantly less
HR-type necrotic lesions and reduced TMV accumulation coupled
with at least 50% higher GSH levels in most intracellular organelles
(mitochondria, chloroplasts, nuclei, peroxisomes and cytosol) as
compared to controls [81]. These results point to the differential
roles of GSH during virus resistance not only as an antioxidant but
also as a defence signalling compound.
3.5. ROS accumulation may result in virus resistance with or
without plant cell/tissue death
As discussed above, virus recognition by attacked plants may
result in localized programmed cell death associated with path-
ogen restriction at infection sites. This phenomenon often culmi-
nates in the formation of macroscopically visible localized necrotic
lesions, the HR) [see e.g. in [56,57,84]]. Macroscopic cell and tissue
death during HR often seems to be tightly linked to pathogen
resistance. However, it is possible to uncouple cell death from
resistance during infections by e.g. viruses [5,15,31,80,113,144].
Nevertheless, the existence of independent resistance and cell
death responses within an HR does not exclude the possibility that
cell death has a role in reinforcing or stimulating the induction of
defences and pathogen localization [see e.g. [57,69,89]].
It is well documented that the HR in response to pathogens,
including viruses, is associated with an oxidative burst (Fig. 1). This
means a rapid and localized ROS accumulation including NADPH
oxidase-mediated production of O2
$­ [see e.g.[38,80,109],discussed
above] but also the generation of H2O2. For example, infection of
tobacco with TMV induces at least two peroxidase isozymes in
virus-inoculated leaves [87]. In fact, certain peroxidase isozymes
are known to participate in generating H2O2 necessary for path-
ogen defence [117]. In addition, a signiﬁcant increase in the activity
of the H2O2-producing uricase enzyme was detected in hyper-
sensitively reacting tobacco leaves following TMV inoculation [112].
Furthermore, elevated O2
$­ production and SOD activity that gen-
erates H2O2 from O2
$­ was observed in tobacco ringspot virus
(TRSV) inoculated resistant cowpea leaves that develop HR [46].
These results suggested for the ﬁrst time that a consistent increase
in H2O2 formation may be also associated with host cell death and
resistance during a virus-elicited HR. In fact, the application of
histochemical staining methods (3,30-diaminobenzidine, DAB and
2,70-dichloroﬂuorescin diacetate, DCFH-DA) revealed a localized,
long-lasting H2O2 accumulation in TMV-infected plants displaying
HR-type resistance [83,130]. Another source of H2O2 during TMV-Please cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2elicited HR was shown to be the accumulation of polyamines in
tobacco leaf apoplasts. Polyamine inﬁltration into a healthy leaf
induced the generation of H2O2 and simultaneously caused HR-like
cell death. Furthermore, the H2O2-producing polyamine oxidase
activity increased up to 3-fold in the apoplasts during TMV-elicited
HR [155].
The above-mentioned results point to the essential role of ROS
in the activation of hypersensitive plant cell death and virus
resistance. However, it seems that the temporal patterns (i.e.
timing) of in planta ROS productionmay be instrumental in eliciting
successful resistance responses to e.g. virus infections. We have
shown that external application of ROS (O2
$­ and H2O2) only 2 h
after inoculation confers a symptomless resistance of tobacco
otherwise susceptible to TMV, while ROS-treatments 3 days after
inoculation do not elicit resistance, only HR-like cell and tissue
death [80,11]. Such a symptomless, rapid resistance response to
plant virus infections called extreme resistance indeed occurs in
nature. Extreme resistance provides near total immunity against
viruses like e.g. potato virus X (PVX), soybeanmosaic virus (SMV) or
turnip crinkle virus (TCV) [15,33,65]. In plants carrying the Rx1 gene
conferring extreme resistance to PVX, transient expression of the
PVX coat protein (the viral avirulence gene product) results in HR-
like symptoms [15]. It seems that the resistance conditioned by Rx1
to PVX is so fast that the PVX coat protein cannot reach a concen-
tration sufﬁcient to elicit HR. A similar model has been proposed to
explain the resistance conferred by the HRT gene in A. thaliana to
TCV. A. thaliana that carries HRT responds to TCV with HR but
transgenic plants overexpressingHRT to very high levels develop no
HR but rather a symptomless extreme resistance upon TCV infec-
tion [33]. A possible biochemical mechanism of symptomless
(extreme) resistance could be the direct antiviral effect of ROS
accumulation at infection sites [15] in accordance with the role of
externally applied ROS in conferring symptomless resistance to
TMV [11]. Therefore, extreme resistance controlled by e.g. Rx1 could
involve an early accumulation of e.g. O2
$­, H2O2, or perhaps $OH,
considered to be one of the most reactive ROS, causing thereby an
almost complete arrest of virus replication.
Taken together, the efﬁciency of resistance during incompatible
plantevirus interactions may depend on the speed of host response
determined at least in part by an early and localized ROS accumu-
lation at sites of virus infection. In other words a rapid, efﬁcient
host reaction (including fast, targeted ROS development) could
result in early elimination of the virus without any disease symp-
toms (extreme resistance). On the other hand, a somewhat delayed
and less efﬁcient host response allows a certain degree of virus
replication and movement resulting in oxidative stress and pro-
grammed death of affected plant tissues before conferring a ﬁnal
arrest of pathogen invasion (HR).
4. Oxidative stress during compatible plantevirus
interactions
In contrast to incompatible plantevirus interactions, most of the
knowledge about the involvement of ROS in symptom develop-
ment and pathogenesis during compatible virus infections has
been published in the last decade. Different authors showed that
the symptom development associatedwith compatible plantevirus
interactions is linked to the establishment of an oxidative stress
(Fig. 2). In 2000, Riedle-Bauer [126] described that ROS accumu-
lation as well as the balance between increased oxidative stress and
antioxidant levels can play a role in the development of symptoms
in systemically virus-infected plants. Other studies suggested that
in a compatible plantevirus interaction, the early induction of
antioxidant enzymes can interfere with the ROS signalling needed
to enhance the defence reactions in the host, leading to and antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
Fig. 2. A simpliﬁed scheme showing the involvement of ROS metabolism in symptom development during compatible plantevirus interactions. Chloroplasts are the main targets of
viral infections leading to an inhibition of PSII electron transport, disturbance of the CalvineBenson cycle, ultrastructural damage and chlorophyll degradation. In addition al-
terations in mitochondrial electron transport and in peroxisomal metabolism take place during most compatible plant virus interactions. These effects can produce a long-term
imbalance in the antioxidative metabolism, including inhibition of catalase (CAT) activity, leading to an excessive accumulation of ROS. Ultimately, critical cellular macromole-
cules (nucleic acids, proteins) and membrane lipids will be damaged causing protein oxidation, lipid peroxidation and membrane leakage. All of these processes contribute to the
development of senescence-like symptoms.
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idant enzymes in compatible plantevirus interactions is very var-
ied and both increases and down-regulation of antioxidative
defences has been reported [26,71,94] (Table 1). These differential
responses could be the result of different variables, including the
particular plantevirus interaction, the inoculation procedure, the
experimental period, the time of sampling, growth conditions, or
metabolic differences of the studied plant species, etc. [36,71,94].
4.1. Plantetobamovirus interactions
The genus tobamovirus infects a huge range of host plants,
including different crop species, leading to strong yield reductions
[see e.g. [98,134]].
Different authors showed that in the photosynthetic electron
transport chain in chloroplasts the PSII donor side is themain target
in viral infections as observed in Nicotiana benthamiana plants
infected with different strains of two tobamoviruses (pepper mild
mottle virus, PMMoV and paprika mild mottle virus, PaMMoV). The
infection reduced the electron transport efﬁciency in both symp-
tomatic and asymptomatic leaves, as a result of the reduction of the
fraction of open reaction centres and the efﬁciency of excitation
capture by PSII. This was deduced from the low photochemical
quenching (qP) and efﬁciency of excitation energy values (F'v/F'm)
recorded during the infection process [122]. The authors observed
increased non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) values in all
tobamovirus-infected plants reﬂecting an enhancement of energy
dissipation mechanisms [122]. In addition, a reduction in the con-
tents of the PSII oxygen-evolving complex polypeptides was found
that affected the oxygen evolution rates of thylakoid membranes
and leaves from infected plants [122]. The infection of plants by the
Italian strain of PMMoV disturbed the Calvin Cycle as observed by
decreased levels of mRNAs coding for the small Rubisco subunit
and the light harvesting complex II (LHCII) [119] that can contributePlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2to the remarkable increase in NPQ during the infection process. The
authors proposed these parameters to assess the effect of toba-
movirus infections in the chloroplasts [120]. Taken together, the
above studies suggest that compatible tobamovirus infections
facilitate the inhibition of PSII electron transport by disturbing the
oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), a potential site of ROS generation
[see also [1,91]]. In other words, virus-mediated inhibition of
chloroplast-associated ROS generation could be an effective strat-
egy of e.g. tobamoviruses to establish a compatible interactionwith
their plant hosts.
The effect of tobamovirus [tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and to-
mato mosaic virus (ToMV)] infections on the temporal changes in
peroxidase (POX), catalase, as well as in oxidative stress parameters
(H2O2 contents, lipid peroxidation and protein oxidation) was
studied in the compatible hosts bell pepper and tomato [98]. To-
mato seedlings showed a strong increase in POX activity at 24 h
post-inoculation with TMV or ToMV, whereas bell-pepper dis-
played less increase in POX activity. Regarding catalase activity, in
all cases, virus infection induced a reduction, especially in ToMV-
infected bell pepper seedlings and TMV-infected tomato seed-
lings. These plantevirus interactions conferred accumulation of
higher amounts of H2O2, and, accordingly, higher levels of protein
oxidation and lipid peroxidation, respectively [98] (Table 1).
The role of ROS metabolism in symptom development and
pathogenesis in N. benthamiana plants upon infection with two
different strains of pepper mild mottle virus, the Italian (PMMoV-I)
and the Spanish (PMMoV-S) strains was recently studied [66]
(Table 1). The Italian strain was shown to be less virulent than
the Spanish one and plants showed the capability to recover from
PMMoV-I infection 21 days after inoculation (dpi). Interestingly,
PMMoV-S-infected plants down-regulated the levels of three PSII
oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) proteins, causing up to a 60%
reduction in PsbO and PsbP and up to an 80% reduction in PsbQ, as
compared to healthy controls. In contrast, the levels of thesend antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
Table 1
Responses of antioxidant defences during compatible plantevirus interactions.
Interaction Antioxidant Responsea Oxidative stress phenotype/symptoms Reference
TMV-tomato 24 hpi POX 4.8-fold increase Not described Madhunsudhan et al., 2009
CAT 4-fold decrease
TMV-pepper POX 1.2-fold increase
CAT 1.8-fold decrease
ToMV-tomato POX 2.3-fold increase
CAT 1.5-fold decrease
ToMV-pepper POX 2-fold increase
CAT 7.2-fold decrease
PMMoV-I-N. benthamiana MnSOD 2-fold increase Symptom recovery Hakmaoui et al., 2012
28 dpi FeSOD 2-fold increase
CuZn-SOD I 1.5-fold increase
CuZn-SOD II 4-6 fold increase
APX 3.7-fold increase
CAT 2.4-fold decrease
PMMoV-S-N. benthamiana FeSOD 70% decrease Decreased plant growth
Leaf curling
Hakmaoui et al., 2012
CuZn-SOD I 50% increase Stunting
APX 2.4-fold increase
CAT 2.4-fold decrease
ZYMV-C. sativus POX 4-fold increase Yellowing; severe malformations Riedle-Bauer, 2000
CAT 64% increase
SOD 2-fold increase
ZYMV-C. pepo POX 6.4-fold increase
CAT 23% increase
SOD 23% increase
GSH 35% decrease Yellowing, leaf deformation, stunting, mosaic pattern Zechmann et al., 2007b
PPV-P. persica Sol-APX 20% increase Leaf deformation, interveinal chlorosis Hernandez et al., 2004
Sol-SOD 30% increase
Chl-APX 8.5-fold increase
Chl-POX 78% increase
Chl-MDHAR 63% decrease
Chl-GR 27% decrease
Chl-SOD 27% decease
Ap-APX 60% increase Díaz-Vivancos et al., 2006
Ap-POX 80% increase
Ap-NADH-POX 100% increase
PPV-P. armeniaca Sol-APX 32% decrease Interveinal chlorosis and rings Hernandez et al., 2004
Sol-DHAR 20% decrease
Sol-CAT 45% decrease
Sol-POX 40% decrease
Chl-APX 29% decrease
Chl-MDHAR 50% decrease
Chl-DHAR 39% decrease
Chl-GR
Ap-POX 47% decrease Díaz-Vivancos et al., 2006
Ap-SOD 33% decrease
PPV-P. sativum Sol-APX 38% decrease No visual symptoms Díaz-Vivancos et al., 2008
3 dpi Chl-APX 53% decrease
Chl-POX 32% decrease
15 dpi Sol-APX 15% increase Plant growth inhibition, chlorotic and necrotic spots
Sol-GST 25% decrease
Sol-POX 95% increase
Sol-CAT 34% decrease
Chl-MDHAR 34% increase
Chl-GR 39% decrease
Chl-GPX 23% decrease
Chl-SOD 35% decrease
TuMV-Arabidopsis Peroxidase 71 gene Increased expression Yellowing, senescence symptoms, arrest of ﬂower growth Manacorda et al., 2013
PVYNTM-potato cv Igor APX Increased gene expression Chlorotic and/or necrotic symptoms Kogosek et al., 2010
GPX
GR
GST
PVY-PVX-N. benthamiana cytGR Increased gene expression Systemic necrosis
Plant death
García-Marcos et al., 2009
ChlGR
CAT
CuZn-SOD
SuCMoV-Sunﬂower L2 SOD 32% increase Chlorotic mottling, growth reduction, yield losses Arias et al., 2005
CAT 22% increase
CMV-C. sativus POX 7.6-fold increase Mosaic symptoms
Yellowing
Malformations
Riedle-Bauer, 2000
SOD 2-fold increase
CAT 2-fold increase
CMV-C. pepo POX 14-fold increase Riedle-Bauer, 2000
SOD 2-fold increase
(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued )
Interaction Antioxidant Responsea Oxidative stress phenotype/symptoms Reference
Decreased plant growth
Leaf curling
Stunting
CMV-Tomato chlSOD 2-fold increase Not described Song et al., 2009
mitSOD 30% increase
solSOD 16% increase
ChlAPX 55% increase
mitAPX 3.7-fold increase
solAPX 70% increase
ChlMDHAR 18% increase
mitMDHAR 25% increase
solMDHAR 16% increase
ChlDHAR 46% increase
mitDHAR 33% increase
solDHAR 58% increase
solGR 2-fold increase
CMV-Cucumber chlSOD 90% increase
mitSOD 70% increase
solSOD 21% increase
mitAPX 2-fold increase
ChlMDHAR 2-fold increase
mitDHAR 55% increase
mitGR 2-fold increase
solGR 18% decrease
CMV-Arabidopsis CAT Decrease Necrotic spots Inaba et al., 2011
CMV-Tobacco SOD 2.6-fold increase Chlorosis Shang et al., 2010
POX 88% increase Leaf deformation
CAT 3.3-fold increase
WClMV-bean CAT 17-fold decrease Mild chlorosis Clarke et al., 2002
10 dpi GR 6.7-fold decrease
SOD 4.6-fold decrease
POX 20-fold increase
PepMV-tomato CAT Increase Mathioudakis et al., 2013
CfMV-D. glomerata CAT 75% increase Chlorotic streaking, mottling Li and Burrit, 2003
3e5 dpi SOD 30% decrease
APX 55% decrease
MDHAR 45% decrease
DHAR 20% decrease
GR 48% decrease
PNRSV-apricot seeds POX 24% decrease
APX 25% decrease Increased lipid peroxidation Amari et al., 2009
MDHAR 20% decrease
DHAR 32% decrease
GR 21% decrease
a “Increase” and “decrease” indicates changes in the activities of antioxidant enzymes, unless noted otherwise. Chl: chloroplast; mit: mitochondria; ap: apoplastic.
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of the virus [66]. However, the higher virulence of the Spanish
strain was also reﬂected in a dramatic increase in some oxidative
stress parameters. In fact, lipid peroxidation, protein oxidation
(carbonyl-proteins) as well as lipoxygenase levels were much
higher in N. benthamiana infected with PMMoV-S than in plants
infected with PMMoV-I during the whole infection period assayed
(up to 28 dpi). Initially, H2O2 levels increased at 7 and 14 dpi in both
cases, followed by a decrease. However, leaves infected with
PMMoV-I reached similar values than controls, whereas leaves
infected with PMMoV-S showed lower H2O2 levels at the same
periods (i.e. between 14 and 28 dpi), suggesting an association
between the suppression of ROS and maintenance of compatibility
[66]. The effect of PMMoV infection on the antioxidative machinery
was also different, depending on the infective strain. For example,
the activity of various H2O2-generating SOD isozymes increased
throughout the infection period in leaves infected with the Italian
strain. However, the activity of Fe-SOD and Cu,Zn-SOD I isozymes
decreased in PMMoV-S-infected leaves. Catalase activity was
reduced in the infected leaves throughout the infection period, but
especially at 28 dpi. In contrast, APX activity increased during the
infection period from 14 dpi onwards in N. benthamiana plants
infected with both virus strains, however, the increase being up toPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.24-fold in PMMoV-I-infected plants. In parallel with APX, an increase
in monodehydroascorbate reductase (MDHAR) activity but a
decrease in GR occurred with both viruses up to 21 dpi, and both
antioxidant enzymes reached control values at 28 dpi. In addition,
these authors observed that plants infected with the less virulent
virus strain (PMMoV-I) maintained the levels of three peroxir-
edoxins, a recently identiﬁed group of H2O2-scavenging enzymes
[66]. The severity of symptoms produced by both PMMoV strains
was also related to the levels of the non-enzymatic antioxidants
ASC and GSH. In this regard, ASC and GSH levels decreased in plants
infected with the most virulent strain (PMMoV-S). In summary, it
appears that in PMMoV-infected N. benthamiana the magnitude of
oxidative stress and the antioxidant response is associated with (1)
the severity of symptoms elicited by either PMMoV strains or (2)
the elevated capacity of PMMoV-I-infected plants for symptom
recovery, as compared to PMMoV-S-infected plants [66]. It is
known that a successful recovery from virus-induced symptoms is
often correlated with an almost complete absence of the pathogen
[32,124]. Such a plant response could be conferred, at least in part,
by a localised, targeted accumulation of ROS with a side effect of
elevated oxidative stress in host tissues.
As discussed above, the accumulation of ROS in incompatible
plantepathogen interactions (i.e. virus infections resulting innd antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
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killing pathogens and/or suppressing symptom development
[38,64,80,82,103,147]. In this sense, Bacso et al. [11] showed that
exogenous application of ROS, such as H2O2, or ROS-generating
chemical systems to tobacco leaves two hours after TMV inocula-
tion partially inhibited virus replication in the susceptible cultivar
Samsum nn. In these experiments, the ROS-generating systems
were glucose/glucose oxidase [for H2O2-generation, [152]] and
riboﬂavin/methionine (for O2
$­ generation) [78]. The authors pre-
sented evidences that an early ROS accumulation (up to two hours
after inoculation) can contribute to the development of resistance
to TMV [11].
4.2. Plantepotyvirus interactions
Several researchers have studied the effects of infection by vi-
ruses of the potyvirus genus in different plant virus interactions.
The most studied potyviruses include zucchini yellow mosaic virus
(ZYMV), potato virus Y (PVY), turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) and plum
pox virus (PPV) (Table 1).
The symptom development associated with compatible ZYMV-
infections of Cucumis sativus and Cucurbita pepo plants was paral-
lel to an enhanced effect on lipid peroxidation, indicative of
membrane damage [126]. In both cases, infection with ZYMV
enhanced the activity of several antioxidant enzymes. Accordingly,
a strong induction of several POX isozymes occurred in both plant
species. In addition, SOD and catalase activities were also increased,
being much higher in the interaction ZYMV-C. sativus that in the
ZYMV-C. pepo combination. The authors point out that the POX
isoforms detected not only function as H2O2-scavengers but can
also catalyse the formation of this ROS [see e.g. [17,117]] contrib-
uting to the oxidative stress in systemic plantevirus interactions.
It has been reported that ZYMV infection affected the contents
of glutathione as well as its precursors in different cell compart-
ments [157,158]. These authors observed a strong decrease in
cysteine and glutamate in all cell compartments of ZYMV-infected
young and old leaves of C. pepo plants. In contrast, glycine levels
increased in all cell compartments from young leaves but were
strongly reduced in old leaves, indicating that glycine is the limiting
factor for GSH biosynthesis during compatible ZYMV infections in
older leaves of C. pepo plants [157]. According to these authors, the
loss of ability to provide enough GSH could be responsible for
symptom development in old leaves that ultimately lead to virus-
induced senescence and cell death. The importance of GSH in
reducing virus content and symptom development was conﬁrmed
by the same research team [158]. The treatment with 1mMOTC, an
artiﬁcial cysteine precursor, increased the GSH content in young
and old leaves of ZYMV-infected C. pepo plants. This response was
linked to a strong decrease in virus contents as well as a reduced
and delayed symptom development [158].
Two compatible plantevirus interactions where host anti-
oxidative metabolism has beenwell characterized are the plum pox
virus (PPV)-Prunus and PPVepea interactions. PPV is the causal
agent of Sharka disease, one of the most important virus diseases
reducing fruit production [19]. The ﬁrst report on the effect of PPV
infection on the antioxidative metabolism in Prunus spp. was
published in 2001 [70]. The authors studied the effect of PPV on the
activities of several antioxidant enzymes in leaves of two apricot
cultivars, one resistant and another susceptible. Common re-
sponses observed in both cases were the decrease in catalase ac-
tivity. Based on the differential effects of PPV infection on SOD (a
H2O2-producer enzyme) and APX (an H2O2-scavenger enzyme), the
authors suggested a role for H2O2 in the response to PPV in
incompatible interactions [70]. Later, however, the same authors
described that long-term PPV-infections produce an imbalance inPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
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In fact, susceptible plants develop a virus-induced oxidative stress
in systemically infected leaves [29,35,36,71,72].
As a consequence of long-term PPV infection, an oxidative stress
was produced in peach leaves, as reﬂected by the increase in lipid
peroxidation, protein oxidation and H2O2 accumulation. In young
leaves (2-week-old-leaves), an increase in lipid peroxidation was
also observed, although the values were lower than those observed
in old leaves (4-week-old-leaves). Long-term PPV infection
increased APX activity and reduced SOD in soluble fractions,
whereas in chloroplast fractions, again an increase in APX took
place but a decrease in SOD, MDHAR and GR was observed [71]. In
addition, a decrease in NPQ was observed in PPV-infected peach
leaves, which could reﬂect a decreased capacity for the safe dissi-
pation of excess light energy [104]. The effect of PPV infection on
the response of antioxidant enzymes was also studied in a PPV-
susceptible apricot cultivar (cv. Real Fino). Similar to that
described in peach leaves, a compatible PPV infection also pro-
duced an oxidative stress in apricot leaves, as monitored by in-
creases in the oxidative stress parameters described above (lipid
peroxidation, protein oxidation and H2O2 accumulation). In soluble
fractions, the authors reported a decrease in APX and DHAR,
whereas a reduction of catalase and POX was also observed. On the
other hand, an imbalance in the ASCeGSH cycle enzymes occurred
in chloroplast fractions since all of these enzymes displayed sig-
niﬁcant decreases in activity [72]. Moreover, a decrease in ﬂuo-
rescence chlorophyll parameters took place in apricot leaves. Based
on these data observed in peach and apricot, the authors suggested
that chloroplasts seemed to be more severely affected by PPV
infection than the cytosolic compartment.
The response of the apoplastic antioxidant system in PPV-
inoculated susceptible (peach cv. GF305 and apricot cv. Real Fino)
Prunus plants was studied by the same research team. PPV infection
caused an oxidative stress also in the apoplastic space of apricot
and peach plants, as observed by the increase in H2O2 contents in
this compartment that was accompanied by an increase in leaf
electrolyte leakage measured in leaf sections [35].
All the above mentioned results on virus-induced plant oxida-
tive stress were obtained following long-term PPV infections.
However, different factors, including the use of woody plants, the
mode of inoculation and the time passed between the exposure of
plants to artiﬁcial dormancy and the growth of the ﬁrst expanding
leaves makes it difﬁcult to study the early responses to PPV infec-
tion. Therefore, Diaz-Vivancos et al. [36] used a PPV-susceptible
herbaceous plant in order to study biochemical and physiological
effects of short term PPV infection. For this purpose, a recombinant
PPV strain encoding GFP was used to infect a susceptible pea
cultivar (Pisum sativum cv. Alaska). At three days post-inoculation
(dpi) an alteration in chloroplast metabolism was detected, as
observed by an increase in chloroplast H2O2 levels and a decrease in
the enzymatic mechanisms involved in its elimination (APX and
POX activities). These changes observed in chloroplast fractions
were accompanied by a reduction in soluble APX [36]. PPV-
infection induced more severe changes in antioxidant metabolism
during long-term (15 dpi) than during short-term (3 dpi) exposure
to the virus. In susceptible pea plants, long-term PPV-infection
produced an oxidative stress, similar to that described previously
for peach and apricot. In this sense, an increase in lipid peroxida-
tion, protein oxidation, and electrolyte leakage, as well as elevated
H2O2 levels in soluble fractions and chloroplasts from infected pea
leaves was observed [36]. In addition, in spite of the increase in
activities of certain H2O2-scavenging enzymes in soluble fractions
(APX and POX), H2O2 accumulated in this fraction, parallel to
decreased GST and catalase activities [36]. In chloroplasts, PPV
infection caused a decrease in GPX, GR and SOD as well as annd antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
015.09.001
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leaves e a decrease in the NPQ parameter and decreased chloro-
phyll levels in isolated chloroplasts as well as ultrastructural
damage to chloroplasts was noticed. Chloroplasts seem to be the
cell organelles that are severely affected in PPV-infected cells,
suggesting that chloroplasts could be a source of oxidative stress
during the progression of viral infection [29,30,35,36,71,72] (Fig. 2).
Taken together, it seems that the strong systemic burst of H2O2 in
PPV-infected plants that exhibit severe symptoms might be
attributed, at least in part, to a delayed and failed attempt by the
host to elicit resistance to the virus in systemic tissues. This is in
agreement with other ﬁndings that demonstrate the pivotal role of
timely ROS accumulation in virus resistance (see above)
[e.g.38,80,103].
Following the demonstration that PPV causes an oxidative stress
in infected leaves, Clemente-Moreno et al. [27,29] carried out
different experiments in order to test if the increase of the anti-
oxidative capacity of host plants would enhance resistance to PPV.
Pea and peach plants were treated with OTC or BTH prior to PPV
inoculation, and results showed that both treatments partially
reduce PPV symptoms in pea and peach plants. However, in the
latter case, the differences were only statistically signiﬁcant in OTC-
treated plants. In pea plants, increases in antioxidant mechanisms,
such as enhanced activities of DHAR, GR, Glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase (G6PDH), APX and POX were observed in BTH
and/or OTC-treated plants, which could play a role in reducing the
severity of cellular damage induced by Sharka disease. In addition,
asymptomatic leaves of infected plants displayed a higher redox
state of glutathione, a process that could also play a role in the
reduction of symptoms.
In peach plants, OTC, in addition to improving plant growth,
provided protection to chloroplasts, as observed by the effect of PPV
on ﬂuorescence chlorophyll parameters, ultrastructural changes,
induction of photosynthesis-related proteins and GPX activity in
infected leaves [29]. It was suggested that OTC could be potentially
applied in farming practice based on its effects in improving plant
growth as well as protecting crops against pathogens. However, the
timing of OTC application seems to be pivotal to afford protection
against plant viruses, at least against PPV, since the in vitro treat-
ment of infected micropropagated peach plants (cv. GF305) with
either OTC or BTH did not reduce virus contents [28]. Indeed, the
GF305 plantlets showed higher virus contents in the presence than
in the absence of the treatments with OTC or BTH. In particular,
plantlets treated with low BTH concentrations (10 mM) exhibited
the highest growth rate and the highest virus contents. In relation
to this observation, it has been reported that an active growth of the
host is required for an optimal virus replication [see e.g. [75]and
references within].
Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) is one of the most damaging
potyviruses infecting members of the Brassicaceae family [99].
A. thaliana Col. 0 plants infected with the TuMV UK1 strain devel-
oped senescence symptoms, including a general yellowing of the
rosette and leaf death at 21 dpi. Senescence symptoms correlated
with decreased chlorophyll levels and strong ROS accumulation
(H2O2 and O2
$­) [99]. The ROS accumulation was parallel to the
induction of the peroxidase 71 gene (At5g64120) encoding a cell-
wall peroxidase that is involved in ROS production and known to
participate in plant defence reactions. In addition, an unchanged
level of CSD2 transcripts, encoding for chloroplastic Cu,Zn-SOD and
an induction of its negative regulator miR398 was observed [99].
Interestingly, miR398 is also upregulated during deﬁciency of Cu,
the micronutrient involved in CuZn-SOD gene expression at the
post-transcriptional level [51].
Potato virus Y (PVY) is economically the most important viral
potato pathogen. The three most common PVY isolate groupsPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2described are PVYN, PVYO and PVYC [138]. The early response of two
potato cultivars, Igor and Nadine, to two PVY isolates, the aggres-
sive PVYNTN and the mild PVYN, was monitored [85]. PVYNTN-
inoculated leaves developed chlorotic and/or necrotic ringspot le-
sions at 5e7 dpi. However, PVYN inoculation produced mild chlo-
rotic ringspot symptoms. The PVYNTN-infected Igor plants displayed
a higher expression of certain antioxidant-related genes, such as
APX, GPX, GR and GST than plants infected with the mild PVYN
stain. However, the response was the inverse in the PVY-infected-
Nadine cultivar [85], suggesting that host-dependent differential
patterns of antioxidant induction could contribute to altered
symptom severity in response to different PVY isolates.
Sunﬂower chlorotic mottle virus (SuCMoV) is a recently described
potyvirus producing systemic infections in sunﬂower and causing
chlorotic mottling, growth reduction and yield losses [7]. These
authors studied if increases in antioxidants can interfere with the
ROS signalling needed for defence reactions in the host. For this
purpose they used two different sunﬂower lines, the more sus-
ceptible L2, and L3, showing less susceptibility. In response to
SuCMoV infection, L2 developed severe chlorotic mottling symp-
toms whereas L3 presented isolated chlorotic pinpoints. When
these symptoms became evident, the more susceptible line (L2)
presented an increased lipid peroxidation, while SOD and catalase
activities increased before the appearance of symptoms. The
treatment of L2 plants with salicylic acid (SA) abolished the early
SOD and catalase induction and reduced virus accumulation [7]. In
accordance with these results, the authors concluded that an early
increase in antioxidant activities after a viral infection can facilitate
virus systemisation in compatible interactions [7]. In contrast, an
early and efﬁcient ROS accumulation and signalling would result in
virus suppression even in compatible infections, as also demon-
strated for e.g. Tobamoviruses (see above) [11,66].
4.3. Plantecucumovirus interactions
Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), the most important cucumovi-
rus studied, infects important crop species such as tomato, celery,
pepper and cucumber, producing important economic losses [140]
by affecting vital metabolic processes such as photosynthesis and
respiration [21,140]. In that respect, long-term CMV-infection pro-
duced a strong decrease in net photosynthesis rate in cucumber
and tomato plants, that correlatedwith a signiﬁcant reduction in qP
and Y(II) chlorophyll ﬂuorescence parameters [140]. In addition,
these authors showed that CMV infection also reduced the mito-
chondrial electron transport at the level of complex I and II. The
infected plants implement some defence mechanisms such as in-
creases in NPQ and the alternative oxidase pathway as protective
mechanisms to avoid oxidative stress in the chloroplasts and
mitochondria [104,111]. However, in spite of the induction of these
defence mechanisms, long-term CMV infection increased leaf H2O2
contents. The H2O2 increase occurred mainly at the chloroplast and
mitochondrial levels (Fig. 2), in accordance with the imbalance
observed in the photosynthesis and respiratory electron transport
chains. All these changes parallelled a general increase in activities
of different antioxidant enzymes, such as SOD and the ASCeGSH
cycle enzymes in chloroplasts and mitochondria that cannot avoid
oxidative stress in CMV-infected tomato and cucumber plants [140]
(Table 1).
In a more recent work Inaba et al. [76] described that the
necrotic spot symptoms produced in CMV-infected Arabidopsis
plants are associated with an increase in H2O2 production. The
CMV-induced oxidative stress seemed to be provoked by a direct
inhibition of catalase activity due to the direct interaction of the
CMV 2b protein with the isoenzyme catalase 3 (CAT3) in infected
tissues. To corroborate the role of the CMV 2b protein in thend antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
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plants overexpressing the 2b protein and they observed a correla-
tion between the extent of necrotisation in leaves with a 50%
decrease in catalase activity (Table 1) and the accumulation of
H2O2. Furthermore, Inaba et al. [76] overexpressed the CAT3 gene in
Arabidopsis and observed a delayed onset of necrosis and a sup-
pression of CMV multiplication, at least 7 days post-inoculation
(dpi). However, in more advanced infection stages (14 dpi) the
levels of CMV viral particles in CAT3 plants reached the levels of
non-transformed plants infected with CMV. The authors concluded
that the overexpression of CAT3 gene can confer a partial resistance
to CMV at least at an early phase of infection [76].
Shang et al. [135] reported a differential response between the
infected yellow leaf tissues and the so-called “dark green islands”
(DGIs) in N. tabacum leaves systemically infected with CMV. DGIs
are deﬁned as a cluster of green leaf cells free of virus but sur-
rounded by yellow leaf tissues where the virus is present [10]. The
DGI tissues are virus-resistant, whereas the yellow leaf tissues
seem to be susceptible to the virus. The susceptible area showed a
reduction in chlorophyll contents that correlated with a decreased
photosynthesis rate, stomatal conductance and the decrease in
some chlorophyll ﬂuorescence parameters (Fv'/Fm'; Fv/Fm, fPSII),
while the DGIs values were closer to healthy tissues. The yellow leaf
tissues accumulatedmoreH2O2 than the DGIs but, interestingly, the
contrary occurred for O2
$­ accumulation. According to the authors,
this response can be due to the relatively low SOD activity observed
in the DGIs after CMV infection. As a consequence of H2O2 accu-
mulation in the yellow leaf tissue, an increase in catalase and POX
activities occurred. In addition, a strong increase in the activity of
SOD (an H2O2-generating enzyme) was observed in these virus-
susceptible areas that can partially account for the increased
H2O2 accumulation. As a consequence of the ROS accumulation in
infected leaves, an increase in lipid peroxidation was produced in
both leaf tissues although the cell damage was much higher in the
yellow leaf tissue than in the DGIs and electrolyte leakage, indi-
cating reduced membrane stability and integrity, showed an in-
crease only in these susceptible tissues [135] (Table 1). The above-
mentioned results support the idea that in compatible plantevirus
interactions a massive oxidative stress, marked by H2O2-genera-
tion, may occur in susceptible tissues that can contribute to the
onset of disease symptoms. On the other hand, virus free DGI tis-
sues contain less H2O2 but higher than normal amounts of O2
$­
which seems to be the cause of virus resistance in these tissue
sections. Apparently, this process might reﬂect a delayed but failed
attempt by the host to fully suppress virus accumulation in sys-
temically infected tissues.
4.4. Plantepotexvirus interactions
In 2002 Clarke et al. [26] studied the compatible interaction of
white clover mosaic virus (WClMV) and bean plants. They observed
that the activity of several antioxidant enzymes (catalase, GR and
SOD) rapidly declined in the ﬁrst few days after WClMV infection.
However, the treatment of plants with the plant hormones dihy-
drozeatine, SA or jasmonic acid (JA) prior to the infection reduced
virus replication and induced an increase in catalase, GR and POX.
These authors proposed that a decline in ROS-scavenging capacity
may be required for a rapid increase in virus replication in the early
stages of infection. On the other hand, treatments that stimulate
antioxidant capacity may interfere with initial virus replication and
spread, preventing the establishment of the virus and the pro-
gression of the disease [26] (Table 1).
Recently, however, Mathioudakis et al. [103] described that an
increase in catalase activity can promote pepino mosaic virus
(PepMV) infection in tomato and N. benthamiana plants. In thisPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2work, the authors described that the interaction between the
PepMV protein p26 and the tomato CAT1 isozyme increased cata-
lase activity and therefore, the H2O2 scavenging capacity (Table 1).
In addition, in healthy N. benthamiana plants, the transient
expression of the p26 protein also increased catalase activity
whereas CAT1-silenced plants showed a reduced viral replication.
All these data demonstrate the importance of a tight regulation of
temporal and spatial H2O2-generation to activate plant defences in
order to cope with viral infections [103].
The potexvirus potato virus X (PVX) has been used in mixed
infections in order to study molecular events associated with
plantevirus interactions (García-Marcos et al., 2009). The co-
infection of N. benthamiana plants with PVY and PVX increased
the systemic symptoms leading to necrosis of the newly emerging
leaves and plant death compared with single infections [52]. In
upper, non-inoculated leaves an oxidative stress was produced
with the mixed infection, as monitored by increased lipid perox-
idation values and O2
$­ accumulation, mainly in the chloroplasts.
In response to this oxidative stress, a higher expression of different
genes encoding antioxidant enzymes was observed, including
cytosolic and chloroplastic GR, catalase and Cu,Zn-SOD. In a
follow-up work, the same research team studied the effect of the
synergistic interactions of PVX with a number of PPV clones in
N. benthamiana plants [118]. In this work, they used the infectious
cDNA clones PVX-HCWT and PVX-HCLH. The ﬁrst construct, that
expressed the wild type HC-Pro gene from PPV, displayed an
enhanced pathogenicity, whereas PVX-HCLH, containing a
mutated variant of PPV HC-Pro, was unable to induce systemic
necrosis [118]. In fact, PVX induced a strong necrosis response
coupled with H2O2 production when co-expressing HCWT. In
addition, the interaction N. benthamiana-PVX-HCWT caused an
increase in SA, JA and ABA concentrations. However, in spite of the
increase in SA and PR-1 expression, plants were unable to restrain
virus multiplication and the spread of the pathogen to the upper
part of the plants [118]. Recently, Aguilar et al. [2] showed that the
infection of N. benthamiana plants with a PPV recombinant virus
expressing the P25 protein from PVX leads to a higher H2O2
accumulation as compared to plants infected with PPV-GFP. These
results suggested that the P25 protein is the main pathogenic
determinant involved in eliciting HR-like local and systemic
necrotic responses in synergistic infections involving PVX and
potyviruses like PPV [2].
4.5. Other viruses
4.5.1. Plantesobemovirus interactions
The effect of sobemovirus infections on plant antioxidative
metabolism has been barely studied. In 2003, Li and Burrit [94]
carried out an interesting study on antioxidative metabolism in
the compatible interaction cocksfoot mottle virus (CfMV)-Dactylis
glomerata L. (also known as cocksfoot or orchardgrass) (Table 1).
CfMV infects different cereal species, including oats, barley or
wheat [94]. The authors found a 50% decrease in H2O2 during the
ﬁrst 3 days following CfMV inoculation, but afterwards H2O2
increased gradually, reaching a 150% increase at the end of the
experimental period (up to 21 days). The time course of H2O2 levels
was correlated with H2O2-scavenging catalase activity: the reduc-
tion in H2O2 contents observed during the ﬁrst days of infection
correlated with an increased catalase activity, whereas the H2O2
accumulation afterwards, during the development of the disease,
correlated with a decline in catalase activity. When symptoms
appeared, an H2O2 increase occurred favouring the lipid peroxi-
dation process, chlorosis and in some instances tissue necrosis.
Other antioxidant defences, including SOD and the ASCeGSH cycle
enzymes also declined during the ﬁrst days of infection, followednd antioxidative responses in plantevirus interactions, Physiological
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resulted from the development of the disease [94].
4.5.2. Planteilarvirus interactions
The ilarvirus prunus necrotic ringspot virus (PNRSV) is the
causal agent of several diseases affecting most stone fruits [6]. This
virus can infect immature apricot seeds including the embryo, and
this infection provokes an oxidative stress, as monitored by in-
creases in lipid peroxidation and an imbalance in antioxidant de-
fences, including decreases in the ASCeGSH cycle enzymes and
POX activity [4] (Table 1). This oxidative response resembles an HR-
like response observed in some plantevirus interactions and can be
regarded as a defence mechanism to inactivate PNRSV during seed
formation or even during germination as observed by the low seed
germination rate and the low PNRSV transmission rate by seeds in
apricot trees [4].
4.5.3. Plantecaulimovirus interactions
The compatible infection of Arabidopsis plants with cauliﬂower
mosaic virus (CaMV) activates the expression of genes related to
three different defence response pathways, involving SA, JA/
ethylene and ROS as signalling molecules [97]. The authors
described the systemic induction of the GST1 gene as well as H2O2
accumulation in tissues distant from the inoculation site. In
addition, activation of the JA/ethylene defence signalling pathway
was indicated by elevated expression of the marker gene PDF1.2.
However, the mutations that interfere with ethylene signalling
and perception (etr1-1 and ein2-1 mutants) abolished the sys-
temic GST1 expression and H2O2 accumulation, although the
inoculated leaves still showed high levels of H2O2 as assayed by
DAB tissue staining. These results suggested that an intact
ethylene-signalling pathway seems to be required for the propa-
gation of the systemic ROS burst. The systemic signal that stim-
ulates the ROS generation in distant leaves is unknown, but it
seems that NADPH oxidase is the main, but not the exclusive,
generator of ROS at sites distant from the inoculated leaves. In this
sense, plants with mutations of individual NADPH oxidase genes
(rbohD and rbohF) still showed some systemic H2O2 accumulation
after CaMV infection. Different authors suggested a role for AOX in
the regulation of ROS accumulation as well as in virus resistance
mediated by ROS [see e.g. [45,53], discussed above]. In that re-
gard, the inclusion of 50 mM antimycin A in the virus inoculum,
which stimulates mitochondrial electron transport through the
AOX pathway, reduced the percentage of plants that develop
systemic infection. In fact, Love et al. [97] have shown that
stimulation of the AOX pathway by antimycin A induces resis-
tance to CaMV. However, when the antimycin A treatment was
carried out in a non-inoculated leaf, plants developed the same
symptoms of systemic infection than control plants. These results
suggested that the resistance to CaMV induced by antymicin A
through activation of AOX and ROS accumulation acts locally
rather than systemically [97].
5. The interplay of plant oxidative stress and antioxidants is
not sufﬁcient to elicit resistance during compatible virus
infections
Evidence on the role of ROS and antioxidant metabolism in
symptom development and pathogenesis in compatible
plantevirus interactions is still rather scarce. However, during
the past years valuable information, interesting new data have
been published. Thus, it seems that during compatible virus in-
fections typical senescence symptoms are induced in plants and,
as in the senescence process, chloroplasts are the most damaged
cell compartments. In fact, chloroplastic PSII, a potential site ofPlease cite this article in press as: J.A. Hernandez, et al., Oxidative stress a
and Molecular Plant Pathology (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pmpp.2ROS generation is a main target of successful virus infections,
suggesting that this organelle could be a source of oxidative
stress during the progression of viral infection [see e.g.
[71,72,35,36,29,30]]. Also, different authors point out that de-
creases in GSH can be responsible for virus elicited symptom
development in susceptible plants [e.g. [4,36,94,157,158]]. In that
regard, it is noteworthy to mention that treatments inducing
increases in GSH and/or the redox state of glutathione can
decrease the virus contents and/or the symptoms even during
compatible virus infections [27,29,158].
During short-term responses to compatible virus infections the
early induction of antioxidant defences can interfere with the ROS
signalling needed to initiate resistance responses to the virus
infection [see e.g. [7]]. This implies that a tight regulation of tem-
poral and spatial ROS generation is necessary to activate plant de-
fences against invading viruses. Thus, an early and efﬁcient ROS
accumulation and signalling would result in virus suppression even
during compatible infections [11,66]. As regards the long-term re-
sponses to compatible virus infections, an imbalance in the anti-
oxidative metabolism occurs that can be related to the damage
produced by the infection. In fact, it seems that the magnitude of
oxidative stress and the antioxidant response is associated with the
severity of systemic symptoms during plant virus infections that
are destined to be compatible.
6. Conclusions
The outcome and efﬁciency of defence reactions during
plantevirus interactions may depend on the speed of the host
response determined at least in part by an early and localized ROS
accumulation at sites of virus infection. Accordingly, a very rapid,
efﬁcient host reaction (including fast, targeted ROS development)
could result in early elimination of the virus without any oxidative
stress and disease symptoms (extreme resistance). On the other
hand, a somewhat delayed and less efﬁcient host response allows a
certain degree of virus replication and movement resulting in
oxidative stress (localized death) of affected plant tissues before
conferring a ﬁnal arrest of pathogen invasion (HR).
An early and efﬁcient ROS accumulation and signalling could
result in at least a partial suppression of the invading virus even
during compatible infections. However, during early, short-term
responses to compatible virus infections the induction of antioxi-
dant defences seems to interfere with ROS signalling needed to
initiate resistance responses. Finally, during advanced stages of
pathogenesis an imbalance in the antioxidative metabolism con-
tributes to senescence-like symptoms in virus susceptible plant
tissues. It seems that a delayed and/or failed attempt by the host to
elicit virus resistance responses results in massively stressed plant
tissues (e.g. virus-elicited systemic chlorotic/necrotic symptoms)
and a partial or almost complete loss of control over pathogen in-
vasion. Future research should determine the exact temporal and
spatial location of the physiological “point of no return” of virus
infections, after which they are destined to be compatible and the
detailed role of ROS and antioxidants in these processes.
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